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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

1-Feb-22 CCE: 2021 Year-in-
Review

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
18167/cce-2021-year-in-
review/

This article highlights construction-related 
articles from 2021 and some of the 
information readers found most useful... 

1-Feb-22 PS Offers Retro PM & 
Safety Posters

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
19066/ps-offers-retro-pm-
safety-posters/

The PS website recently started offering 11-
in by 17-in retro posters that unit 
maintenance and supply leaders can print 
and hang in motor pool offices, maintenance 
bays, supply rooms and other common 
areas where Warfighters congregate... 

4-Feb-22 I Own This: January 
2022 Nominees

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
23736/i-own-this-january-
2022-nominees/

PS Magazine’s I Own This campaign is 
designed to recognize Warfighters of all 
services who exemplify the highest 
standards of care for their assigned vehicles 
and equipment and contribute in meaningful 
ways to their unit's overall maintenance and 
supply posture. In short, they live and 
breathe readiness. For Jan 2022, one 
Warfighter was nominated for this program: 
SGT Carrie Snodgrass, US Army...

11-Feb-22
Readiness: SecArmy 
Feb 2022 Message to 
the Force

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
31660/readiness-
secarmy-feb-2022-
message-to-the-force/

Secretary of the Army, Christine E. 
Wormuth, recently shared her six top 
objectives with Soldiers and Department of 
the Army Civilians in a message dated Feb 
8, 2022. These objectives expand on the 
Army's foundational priorities of people, 
readiness and modernization... 

15-Feb-22 Publications: Are Paper 
TMs Still Available?

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
34752/publications-are-
paper-tms-still-available/

We have multiple vehicles without a -10 TM 
available for the operators to perform PMCS. 
That means that a lot of equipment gets 
dispatched without maintenance or the 
knowledge of how to properly operate them. 
Is there any way to reorder paper TMs to 
replace the ones that are missing? ... 
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25-Feb-22 Corrosion: New 
Documents Published

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
46209/corrosion-new-
documents-published/

Corrosion is an ongoing battle. To ensure 
this menace never wins the day, two new 
corrosion policy and procedures publications 
are available...

28-Feb-22
Tactical Vehicles: Don’t 
Make Winter Driving a 
Chilling Experience

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
48326/tactical-vehicles-
dont-make-winter-driving-
a-chilling-experience/

Operators, winter driving presents unique 
challenges. The bottom line is that you need 
to be prepared for these challenges. Here's 
what you need to know... 
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

1-Feb-22 PS Offers Retro PM & 
Safety Posters

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
19066/ps-offers-retro-pm-
safety-posters/

PS: The Preventive Maintenance Monthly 
was created in 1951 by legendary comic 
book artist, Will Eisner, to help Soldiers 
maintain their vehicles and equipment to the 
highest standards by having the latest and 
most accurate sustainment, supply and 
safety information.

3-Feb-22 All Aircraft: Update on 
Proper Shipping

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
20802/all-aircraft-update-
on-proper-shipping/

Back in Jan 2020, in “Aircraft: Proper 
Shipping Fights Corrosion and Saves 
Money,” we encouraged units returning 
items for depot level repair (DLR) to follow 
proper packing guidelines in order to protect 
the equipment, save money and fight 
corrosion. Here’s a bit more information to 
achieve these important outcomes.

4-Feb-22

AH-64: Use Correct 
Multi-Meter for Circuit 
Check

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
23627/ah-64-use-correct-
multi-meter-for-circuit-
check/

When performing continuity checks on the 
S39 circuit continuity switch-box, use the 
Fluke® 27-II multimeter. Here’s why.

8-Feb-22

Aviation: Updated 
Calibration and Repair 
TB Published

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/23
11868/aviation-updated-
calibration-and-repair-tb-
published/

Make a note that TB 43-180, Calibration and 
Repair Requirements for the Maintenance of 
Army Material (Feb 22), has been updated. 
In fact, it's updated monthly.

25-Feb-22 CH-47F: Chinook F-
Model Training Info

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
46298/ch-47f-chinook-f-
model-training-info/

The Chinook helicopter has changed a lot 
over the decades. The F-model is the 
newest aircraft and getting familiar with it 
comes with use and training.

25-Feb-22 Corrosion: New 
Documents Published

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
46209/corrosion-new-
documents-published/

Corrosion is an ongoing battle. To ensure 
this menace never wins the day, two new 
corrosion policy and procedures publications 
are available.
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

1-Feb-22 PS Offers Retro PM & 
Safety Posters

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
19066/ps-offers-retro-pm-
safety-posters/

The PS website recently started offering 11-
in by 17-in retro posters that unit 
maintenance and supply leaders can print 
and hang in motor pool offices, maintenance 
bays, supply rooms and other common 
areas where Warfighters congregate... 
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

1-Feb-22 PS Offers Retro PM & 
Safety Posters

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
19066/ps-offers-retro-pm-
safety-posters/

The PS website recently started offering 11-
in by 17-in retro posters that unit 
maintenance and supply leaders can print 
and hang in motor pool offices, maintenance 
bays, supply rooms and other common 
areas where Warfighters congregate...

4-Feb-22

Bradley FOV: Use 
Proper Tool to Operate 
Power Unit Access 
Door

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
23136/bradley-fov-use-
proper-tool-to-operate-
power-unit-access-door/

Crewmen and maintainers, just a friendly 
reminder that you should only use the 
correct tool to operate the Bradley FOV’s 
power unit access door and its hydraulic 
pump...

9-Feb-22 Ground Vehicles: Arctic 
Oil Replacement

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
29386/ground-vehicles-
arctic-oil-replacement/

A new multi-functional, heavy-duty, arctic 
engine oil called synthetic multi-purpose 
lubricant (OE/HDO-SMPL-I) is now replacing 
the old OEA-30...

25-Feb-22 Corrosion: New 
Documents Published

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
46209/corrosion-new-
documents-published/

Corrosion is an ongoing battle. To ensure 
this menace never wins the day, two new 
corrosion policy and procedures publications 
are available...
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

1-Feb-22 CCE: 2021 Year-in-
Review

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
18167/cce-2021-year-in-
review/

This article highlights construction-related 
articles from 2021 and some of the 
information readers found most useful...

1-Feb-22 PS Offers Retro PM & 
Safety Posters

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
19066/ps-offers-retro-pm-
safety-posters/

The PS website recently started offering 11-
in by 17-in retro posters that unit 
maintenance and supply leaders can print 
and hang in motor pool offices, maintenance 
bays, supply rooms and other common 
areas where Warfighters congregate...

9-Feb-22 Ground Vehicles: Arctic 
Oil Replacement

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
29386/ground-vehicles-
arctic-oil-replacement/

A new multi-functional, heavy-duty, arctic 
engine oil called synthetic multi-purpose 
lubricant (OE/HDO-SMPL-I) is now replacing 
the old OEA-30... 

14-Feb-22
M160 Light Flail: 
Maintenance and 
Training Updates

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
34359/m160-light-flail-
maintenance-and-training-
updates/

Operators and mechanics, upgrades to the 
M160 light flail robotic system continue to 
improve the vehicle’s mission to detonate 
buried mines and scout ahead of HUSKY 
bomb-detecting vehicles. Here are recent 
maintenance and training updates you need 
to know about...

25-Feb-22 Corrosion: New 
Documents Published

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
46209/corrosion-new-
documents-published/

Corrosion is an ongoing battle. To ensure 
this menace never wins the day, two new 
corrosion policy and procedures publications 
are available...
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

1-Feb-22 PS Offers Retro PM & 
Safety Posters

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
19066/ps-offers-retro-pm-
safety-posters/

The PS website recently started offering 11-
in by 17-in retro posters that unit 
maintenance and supply leaders can print 
and hang in motor pool offices, maintenance 
bays, supply rooms and other common 
areas where Warfighters congregate...

16-Feb-22

Communications: How 
to Get CCEv2 and MCN-
AE Spares, Repair 
Parts

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
36045/communications-
how-to-get-ccev2-and-
mcn-ae-spares-repair-
parts/

Commo maintainers, when requesting Army-
managed spares and repair parts for the 
communications systems AN/TYQ-167 (V)2, 
Commercial Coalition Equipment (CCEv2), 
and AN/TYQ-167(V)3, Modular 
Communications Node-Advanced Enclave 
(MCN-AE), you must take specific steps. 

24-Feb-22 Batteries: New ABC 
Now Available

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
45568/batteries-new-abc-
now-available/

You can now order the latest generation 
battery charger. That’s the ABC.  The 
Advanced Battery Charger (ABC), NSN 
6130-01-660-3696, is a lightweight, rugged, 
portable battery-charging solution that 
provides state-of-the-art performance.
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

There are no new articles this month.
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

1-Feb-22 PS Offers Retro PM & 
Safety Posters

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
19066/ps-offers-retro-pm-
safety-posters/

The PS website recently started offering 11-
in by 17-in retro posters that unit 
maintenance and supply leaders can print 
and hang in motor pool offices, maintenance 
bays, supply rooms and other common 
areas where Warfighters congregate... 

15-Feb-22 Publications: Are Paper 
TMs Still Available?

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
34752/publications-are-
paper-tms-still-available/

We have multiple vehicles without a -10 TM 
available for the operators to perform PMCS. 
That means that a lot of equipment gets 
dispatched without maintenance or the 
knowledge of how to properly operate them. 
Is there any way to reorder paper TMs to 
replace the ones that are missing? ... 

25-Feb-22 Corrosion: New 
Documents Published

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
46209/corrosion-new-
documents-published/

Corrosion is an ongoing battle. To ensure 
this menace never wins the day, two new 
corrosion policy and procedures publications 
are available...
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

There are no new articles this month.
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

1-Feb-22 PS Offers Retro PM & 
Safety Posters

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
19066/ps-offers-retro-pm-
safety-posters/

The PS website recently started offering 11-
in by 17-in retro posters that unit 
maintenance and supply leaders can print 
and hang in motor pool offices, maintenance 
bays, supply rooms and other common 
areas where Warfighters congregate... 

25-Feb-22 Corrosion: New 
Documents Published

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
46209/corrosion-new-
documents-published/

Corrosion is an ongoing battle. To ensure 
this menace never wins the day, two new 
corrosion policy and procedures publications 
are available...
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

1-Feb-22 PS Offers Retro PM & 
Safety Posters

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
19066/ps-offers-retro-pm-
safety-posters/

The PS website recently started offering 11-
in by 17-in retro posters that unit 
maintenance and supply leaders can print 
and hang in motor pool offices, maintenance 
bays, supply rooms and other common 
areas where Warfighters congregate... 

25-Feb-22 Corrosion: New 
Documents Published

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
46209/corrosion-new-
documents-published/

Corrosion is an ongoing battle. To ensure 
this menace never wins the day, two new 
corrosion policy and procedures publications 
are available...
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

1-Feb-22 PS Offers Retro PM & 
Safety Posters

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
19066/ps-offers-retro-pm-
safety-posters/

The PS website recently started offering 11-in 
by 17-in retro posters that unit maintenance 
and supply leaders can print and hang in motor 
pool offices, maintenance bays, supply rooms 
and other common areas where Warfighters 
congregate...

2-Feb-22
M240/M249 Machine 
Gun: Store With the Bolt 
Forward

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
20433/m240m249-
machine-gun-store-with-
the-bolt-forward/

Some M240 and M249 machine guns are 
being stored with the bolts locked to the rear...

3-Feb-22
M17/M18 MHS: Excess 
Carbon Buildup on the 
LCI

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
21604/m17m18-mhs-
excess-carbon-buildup-
on-the-lci/

Soldiers need to check the LCI for carbon 
buildup, which can cause the LCI to get stuck 
in the up position. If the LCI will not go down, 
operators should contact their 91F maintainer. 
...

14-Feb-22
Small Arms: What You 
Should Know About 
Weapon Cleaning

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
33984/small-arms-what-
you-should-know-about-
weapon-cleaning/

If you’re cleaning your weapon with stuff other 
than what the -10 TMs tell you to use, stop! 
The wrong cleaners and lubes can actually hurt 
your weapon instead of help it... 

22-Feb-22
Small Arms: Good Prep 
Protects Your Weapon 
for Shipping

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
42165/small-arms-good-
prep-protects-your-
weapon-for-shipping/

Here’s what you need to know for your 
weapons to arrive at their destination ready for 
use: Never use bubble wrap! Bubble wrap 
traps in moisture and can cause corrosion. ..

23-Feb-22
Ammunition: Cold 
Weather Affects 
Performance

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/28
03731/ammunition-cold-
weather-affects-
performance/

Soldiers, we told you how ammo performs 
when it’s hot, and now it’s time to tell you what 
happens when it’s cold. Keep reading to see 
how cold weather affects your ammo’s 
performance...
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25-Feb-22 Corrosion: New 
Documents Published

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
46209/corrosion-new-
documents-published/

Corrosion is an ongoing battle. To ensure this 
menace never wins the day, two new corrosion 
policy and procedures publications are 
available...
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

1-Feb-22 PS Offers Retro PM & 
Safety Posters

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
19066/ps-offers-retro-pm-
safety-posters/

The PS website recently started offering 11-
in by 17-in retro posters that unit 
maintenance and supply leaders can print 
and hang in motor pool offices, maintenance 
bays, supply rooms and other common 
areas where Warfighters congregate.

14-Feb-22
Camouflage: ULCANS 
Increment I Debuts 
Desert/Urban Variant

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
34482/camouflage-
ulcans-increment-i-
debuts-deserturban-
variant/

Desert/Urban and Light/Dark Woodland 
variants are now available on the Common 
Table of Allowances (CTA). 
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

1-Feb-22 PS Offers Retro PM & 
Safety Posters

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
19066/ps-offers-retro-pm-
safety-posters/

The PS website recently started offering 11-
in by 17-in retro posters that unit 
maintenance and supply leaders can print 
and hang in motor pool offices, maintenance 
bays, supply rooms and other common 
areas where Warfighters congregate... 

2-Feb-22 HMMWV: PMCS 
Procedures Streamlined

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
20048/hmmwv-pmcs-
procedures-streamlined/

Here’s some good news, operators! 
According to TACOM Maintenance 
Information Message (MIM) 22-011, PMCS 
procedures have been streamlined for your 
HMMWVs. This means you’ll spend less 
time getting ready for missions because 
duplicate tasks have been eliminated. Check 
the info out here...

4-Feb-22 M1000 HET Semitrailer: 
Leave APU Valve Open

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
23307/m1000-het-
semitrailer-leave-apu-
valve-open/

This article initially appeared in PS 799 (Jun 
19). Operators, there’s a valve on the HET 
Semitrailer’s APU hydraulic reservoir that 
must remain open when operating the APU. 
Here's the info you'll need... 

9-Feb-22 Ground Vehicles: Arctic 
Oil Replacement

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
29386/ground-vehicles-
arctic-oil-replacement/

A new multi-functional, heavy-duty, arctic 
engine oil called synthetic multi-purpose 
lubricant (OE/HDO-SMPL-I) is now replacing 
the old OEA-30... 

17-Feb-22
M172A1 Semitrailer: 
Need the NSN for the 
Ramp Assembly?

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
38702/m172a1-
semitrailer-need-the-nsn-
for-the-ramp-assembly/

Mechanics, are you looking for the NSN for 
a ramp assembly for your M172A1 
semitrailer? Read on for the NSN…

25-Feb-22

M105A2, M105A3 
Trailers: Replacement 
Lunette and Landing 
Leg

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
46461/m105a2-m105a3-
trailers-replacement-
lunette-and-landing-leg/

Maintenance leaders, here's some helpful 
information for replacement parts for your 
M105A2 and M105A3 trailers. Read about it 
here…
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25-Feb-22 Corrosion: New 
Documents Published

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
46209/corrosion-new-
documents-published/

Corrosion is an ongoing battle. To ensure 
this menace never wins the day, two new 
corrosion policy and procedures publications 
are available...

28-Feb-21
Tactical Vehicles: Don’t 
Make Winter Driving a 
Chilling Experience

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
48326/tactical-vehicles-
dont-make-winter-driving-
a-chilling-experience/

Operators, winter driving presents unique 
challenges. The bottom line is that you need 
to be prepared for these challenges. Here's 
what you need to know…
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Date Article Title Link Excerpt

1-Feb-22 PS Offers Retro PM & 
Safety Posters

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
19066/ps-offers-retro-pm-
safety-posters/

The PS website recently started offering 11-
in by 17-in retro posters that unit 
maintenance and supply leaders can print 
and hang in motor pool offices, maintenance 
bays, supply rooms and other common 
areas where Warfighters congregate... 

25-Feb-22 Corrosion: New 
Documents Published

https://www.psmagazine.
army.mil/News/Article/29
46209/corrosion-new-
documents-published/

Corrosion is an ongoing battle. To ensure 
this menace never wins the day, two new 
corrosion policy and procedures publications 
are available...
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